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Paxton Hotel

Overview
This magnificent hotel, overlooks Algoa Bay, on the coast of South Africa
and there is plenty to see and do in and around the beautiful city of Port
ELizabeth. The bay with 40km of superb beaches and holding a perfect
combination of warm water, calm sea, and fine weather, is a haven for all
watersport and beach enthusiasts. For shoppers, there is no shortage of
shopping venues in the immediate vicinity of the Paxton Hotel. The
Boardwalk Casino and Entertainment complex has a top class casino and
provides a fantastic shopping experience. There are also cinemas at the
complex. The Virgin Active Health Club is virtually on the Paxton's doorstep,
so you will be able to continue your exercising while you visit Port Elizabeth.
Also within close proximity, is a full spectrum of restaurants and guests will
not have to travel far to find something to suit all tastes.

Room Information
Protected by a Key Security Card System, each room/suite includes: private
bathroom and separate shower direct dialling telephone facilities remote
controlled colour television for pay movie system in-room e-mail and ISDN
connected Internet via your television set babysitting car hire laundry and
valet services on request Rooms with spectacular sea views are available as
well as accommodation for our quadriplegic and paraplegic guests.

Location: This magnificent
hotel, overlooks Algoa Bay, on
the coast of South Africa and
there is plenty to see and do in
and around the beautiful city of
Port ELizabeth. UTF-8
Rating: 4/5
Hotel Features
Bar/Lounge
Business Centre
Child Friendly
Elevator
Laundry Facilities
Restaurant
Room Service
Shuttle Services
Swimming Pool
Valet Parking
Wheelchair Accessible
Wireless Internet
Access
Room Features

Policies
Cancellation Policy
Between 59-46 days prior to the arrival of the group, a penalty of 10% of the
contracted value may be levied
Between30-0 days prior to the arrival of the group, a penalty of 100% of the
contracted value may be levied.
Should the you cancel part of the reservation Between 59-49 days prior to the arrival of the group up to 20% of the
confirmed rooms may be cancelled without penalty. If more than 20% of the

Air Conditioning
Cable/Satellite TV
Complimentary
Toiletries
Hair Dryer
Housekeeping
Internet Access
International Plug
Points/Adaptors
Iron/Ironing Board
(request)
Mini Bar
Private Bathroom
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rooms are cancelled the excess of the rooms cancelled will be charged at a
penalty of 10% of the contract value.

Smoking Rooms
Wake-up Calls

Between 45-0 days prior to the arrival of the group, up to 10% of the
confirmed rooms may be cancelled without penalty. If more that 10% of the
confirmed rooms are cancelled, the excess of the rooms cancelled will be
charged at the contracted value.
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